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About This Game

"Project Cabin" is a short First-Person game with a touch of exploration, puzzle and mystery.
Use headphones to enjoy the binaural sound.

- Explore the cabin.
- Grab, drag and manipulate objects.

- Press little buttons without any sense.
- Be careful with the axe.

- Rummage in the drawers.
- Warm your hands in the fireplace.

- Solve how to get the front door open.
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Title: Project Cabin
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
@VincentLTower
Publisher:
@VincentLTower
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: i3 4150 - AMD A8 7600

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 750 ti - AMD R7 265

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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This game was released nearly 3 years ago at the time of my writing this and I wish they had a sequel out at this point. A.R.E.S
EX is an amazing game and definatly worth it. I got the game on sale for a grand \u00a31.60 instead of it's base \u00a36.99.
This game is a remake of the A.R.E.S Extinction Agenda and isn't just that, they added in a new character with their own story
and ending, along with 2 new levels not seen in the origional AEA. Tarus, the new character added, uses the same base weapons
as Ares, yet he is, in my eyes, more of a beef-y character, with his first gun you start the game with working as Ares' once you
upgrade it once. His design is significantly different to Ares aswell, showning the plit between the two. This game is a 2.5d
platforming shooter in the vein of Mega Man and Metroid from back in the 8-bit era. This game is so much more of a tribute to
Mega Man than Mighty No. 9, with more challenging game design and bosses. It doesn however work in a linear story, with
upgrades seen through the game and backtracking allowed to unlock everything you miss while going through the game.. DOOR
STUCK. PLS I BEG YOU.

Pros:
+Puzzles were pretty challenging
+Leaderboards for speedrunning
+Door stuck meme
+Cheap price for a VR game
+Panic mode

Cons:
-Can't turn on shower
-Very short and i wish there was more

Conclusion: If you want a fun little puzzle game i recommend this.. An Escape Room title with slick detailed graphics, in a
scene reminiscent of the movie Se7en. You are a cop held captive by a serial killer and obviously, you've gotta get outta there!
It's atmospheric and unsettling!

All the puzzles made sense, bar one for me and I can't say which and spoil it, but I think you'll know when you get there. I'm no
brainiac but I made it out in 30mins and could've done better had I found something in the dark sooner - that's not a spoiler - it's
DARK in there.

Mechanically, you use teleport which is fine, and telekinesis to grab things which can go a little awry as unwanted objects snap
to your hands. There are clues on a watch you wear if you get stuck and when asked to tap the watch I could only reach it on the
underside of my wrist - apart from that it works. All in all, it freaked me out, but the puzzles although logical, were a bit too
easy.. Not worth the aggrivation at any price point. It's a very basic match 3 with a RPG "skin" and a few usable items to affect
the play field, your "enemy" doesn't even make any moves they just attack you if you match the wrong kind of gems.

Main problem is this game is not stable, every 10-15 minutes the game will freeze or crash to desktop, seem to happen in both
windowed mode and full screen mode. Maybe it work better on some systems, guess it's an older game but judging by the
forums I'm not the only one with this issue, ultimately the game is not worth trying to figure out what the problem is for me at
least, I'll just refund it myself before I pass the 2 hour mark. So would not reccomend it.. AMAZING!!!! I first played the og
game on newgrounds and it was very fun, when i heard they were making a second game i went insane! this game provides so
much action packed gameplay that you will still be coming back for more! The campaign was so good and im waiting for the
2nd chapter. Highly recomend it! (P.S. there is a vast character customization and online play is hillarious.
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Gentle paced point n click with some interesting humour and ambience.

A few minor annoyances and a little short but overall an enjoyable experience and will definitely buy the next act.. Bad game
that barely gives you any indication of how it's meant to be played. Books fall down continuously in two columns on the screen,
and you're supposed to click and drag them to sort them. It hardly ever works, and you often lose within the first few minutes of
playing. Something more than a few second long video of someone playing to act as a tutorial would've been nice. Definitely
pass.. Dat moment when a game doesn't have a quit option ingame xD. In my opinion, the game is not bad.
Despite the art and script might be a little off, but i like the idea of the VN game unlike other.

:3. ing worthless dont play

you play as a cube that moves around a world. that is it. it is more boring than it sounds. i think this is supposed to be art but lol.
just because you make a weird game with no point to it doesn't mean it's artsy. Developer Official Andy (made up tripe
company name) trying to appeal to those with Steam Achievement Disorder (SAD) with 5,000 tiny pictures. Motive trying to
get rich quick preying on the pathetic. Buys $5.00 asset ( https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/templates/packs/clicker-game-
example-33906 ), does very little change and then sells it for $1.50 each. Marketing = 'Say Baaaa!'

Pathetic Customer Gamer = 'Baaaaaaaaa!!!'

Me Needing to Review = 'Bleat!!!'

Game below from someone else to settle your curiosity…

https://youtu.be/LJ7BeUGm5bE

If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http://store.steampowered.com/curator/6843548/
. Bad game. I will never be the same after this.. Been playing for a year and still enjoying.

first thing to note to enjoy all the features youth leagues, youth accadamies and friendly matches you need to pay a monthly
subscription but this a sub to play basis opposed to pay to win. it's a few quid a month to enjoy these features and i'd
recommend you do so

I love the game, but there's a learning curve with a MMO so you have to be patient, you also have to effect in any league there
are 20 other managers like yourself and only one can win.

You'll know within 2-3 weeks if you love the game or not, only thing to note you'll start in the lower divisions where they are
fewer active teams so you may have to wait a few months before you are regularly playing online teams
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